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LETTERS. Letter to Allen N. Ford, 1846 Lincoln replies to charges of being a religious scoffer. Letter to George Robertson, 1855 Important quotes on liberty and an early mention of the "house divided" concept. Letter to Joshua Speed, 1855 Lincoln tells a close friend how he views
Selected Speeches and Writings book. Read 20 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. Ranging from finely honed legal argument to dry and ...Â This volume has all of Abraham Lincolnâ€™s speeches for his debates with Stephen Douglas (but not Mr. Douglasâ€™, so here we have only Mr. Lincolnâ€™s word for what Mr. Douglas said) and thereâ€™s a large amount of repeated wording and ideas. What comes through in this material (though I must point out that these writings are â€œselectedâ€ so that choice itself shapes the story) is Lincolnâ€™s belief in the Preamble of the Declaration of Independence and its talk of â€œlife, liberty and the pursuit of happinessâ€ as not an accomplished thing, but a promise that had to be followed up, not just for. LINCOLN'S OWN WORDS Letters, Speeches, Writings*. LINCOLN QUOTATIONS Various Quotations* Lincoln on Education* Lincoln on Lawyers* Lincoln on Military Tributes* Lincoln on Perseverance* Lincoln on Preserving Liberty* Lincoln on Religious Faith* Lincoln on Slavery*. LINCOLN DOCUMENT PROJECTS Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln Library of Congress Collection Lincoln Historical Digitization Project. HELPFUL RESOURCES Frequently Asked Questions* Lincoln as a Speaker* Speaking About Lincoln* The 10 "You Cannot" Sayings*. *Indicates pages created by Abraham Lincoln Online. Copyright Â© Abraham Lincoln: Selected Speeches and Writings: A Library of America Paperback Classic. Abraham Lincoln. 4.6 out of 5 stars 12.Â Abraham Lincoln, in speeches, letters, messages, proclamations and other writings, has shown me American history as it was being seen by him. Thank you Mr. Lincoln for the privilege of this most interesting movie; a movie you would justify by The Constitution and an instinct which was habitual with you: doing right because doing right was the right thing to do.Â The second volume contains a lot more writings/speeches of Lincoln's which are as excellent as his famous ones. Lincoln was an interesting man, and that interest is reflected in his writings. I highly recommend this product.